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The files must be on the mac itself. I also just saw this tutorial. What else could be wrong? Any help would be appreciated!
Thanks A: I have the same problem, and I tried to follow the given solution in this post, but it didn't work. So I found an

other solution. Just download Java 7: 1. Go to Mac App Store, search for java: 2. Click "Install" and install. Now try "Docky
Switcher" again. The bar is now back! Note: I did not install the MacPorts Java7, because it did not helped for me. Bruno
Oliveira Bruno Oliveira Alves (born 1 October 1982) is a Portuguese retired footballer. Football career Benfica Born in
Arraiolos, Oliveira joined S.L. Benfica's youth system at the age of 12 after already playing for local neighbours Futebol

Clube Nogueirense. He made his first team debut in the 2000–01 season, coming on as a last minute substitute for William.
Oliveira spent two seasons on loan at neighbouring Vitória de Guimarães, where he was instrumental in the club's return to

the Primeira Liga (as well as its only silverware, a Portuguese Cup quarter-finals run). Subsequently, he became an
undisputed starter at Benfica's youth sides, quickly earning the name of "the real William". After being an unused substitute

in the 2003–04 campaign, Oliveira was loaned to C.F. Os Belenenses in the second division. He returned to the main squad in
the following summer, helping it win the domestic league and the 2004 UEFA Intertoto Cup. Londrina Subsequently,

Oliveira was released by Benfica and joined Sport Club do Recife of the Série A, where he was used sparingly. He returned
to his country and S.C. Braga in January 2006, where, on 28 February, he scored a career-best four goals in a 6–2 win against

C.D. Santa Clara. Oliveira also spent two years with Braga B in the third division, amassing more than 90 appearances.
Released in the summer of 2008, he returned to Os Belenenses, now in the third level. Re 3e33713323
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